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Abstract: The article first analyzes the characteristics of modern simple style 

furniture, then introduces the modern simple style of furniture, including color 

collocation, material selection, and design functions, finally the article analyzes the 

modern simple style innovative design of furniture, in the hope of providing an 

effective reference to the relevant people. 
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Introduction: although the furniture of the contracted style is in space layout, 

soft outfit collocation, and furniture design, etc. aspect pursue simple and neat 

vigorously. The modern simple style satisfies the basic concept of the current economy, 

scientific development, and fashion health, aiming at decoration through a concept of 

saving scientific consumption, and forming a sense of avant-garde fashion through 

simple visual effects. 

 

I. Modern contracted style furniture characteristic 

Modern simple style furniture includes the following characteristics: the first is 

the production of rich and diverse materials, parts and components to achieve 

standardization and general development, can effectively expand the scale of 

production, convenient production. The second is to have a good technical, production 



materials are very simple, the production of the finished product flexible light, 

convenient for disassembly, to effectively control the cost of transportation and 

production. The 3rd it is furniture structure is more reasonable, has a good function, 

suits a new period small family space multifunction application. The 4th, it is the 

appearance of furniture relatively concise, adornment quietly elegant, can create a kind 

of relaxed recreational space. 

 

II. The contracted style in modern furniture 

   (1) Color collocation 

From the color level analysis, in the design process to create a good 

indoor environment, fewer color requirements, the focus is on color collocation, 

emphasis on the harmonious atmosphere of color. If the indoor environment is 

shaped and relatively cold in color, it will be relatively cold. No color can jump, 

so it can be displayed through a single wall. Because this is in the process that 

designs interior furniture, need to highlight contemporary and contracted style, 

reasonable choice furniture color. To make whole color collocation is more 

harmonious, one can choose intense color contrast appropriately, for example, 

the color of lumber oneself, add other material to undertake ornament, can 

further highlight the individual character characteristic of interior space. The 

furniture of simple style will not be affected by the size and other factors, 

whether it is large or small space, can be through the furniture layout of simple 

style and the perfect integration of color, create a good space atmosphere. Villa 

decoration needs to choose some more atmospheric furniture as far as possible, 



small family needs to scientific layout, as far as possible to choose multi-

functional furniture, improve the utilization rate of space. 

  (2) Material selection 

Look from material respect, the furniture of contracted style is to choose 

all sorts of new-style material normally, wait like the material of stainless steel 

and toughened film, regard it as a kind of auxiliary material. Create a sense of 

free fashion for consumers. Compare with other decorate a style, contracted 

style soft outfit is more simple. With strong colors and simple lines decoration, 

in addition to the soft outfit, in the process of hard outfit also reference material 

such as stainless steel and tempered glass for decoration, make the whole 

furniture has a distinctive fashion features, improve the practical performance 

of furniture, through the combination of new technology and new material can 

promote people a unified idea and thought, always adhere to the people-oriented 

design concept, highlight the characteristics of simple design [1]. 

  (3) Design functions 

Analysis from the aspects of functional furniture, the furniture that 

contracted style mainly by reducing the adornment element method for creative 

design and selection of simple lines, simple doesn't mean it is simple, the 

contracted style is mainly based on quality assurance, repeated screening 

combination, finally left the essence of the widely circulated in the international 

market. At present in the mainstream market in the international, the furniture 

of the contracted style is holding the dominant position. As the design field 

gradually toward the flat style of the direction of development, people's 

aesthetic style characteristics have also produced a greater change, gradually 



showing a kind of to go miscellaneous and texture characteristics, the whole 

home appears at a glance, more generous and simple. At present the Chinese 

furniture market is mainly given priority to 90 hinds because this is contracted, 

modern adornment style received the widespread welcome of majority 

consumer. 

Comfort is the first-choice element in modern home decoration. In the 

2016 Guangzhou Furniture Exhibition, Koneden furniture launched a space 

integrating personalization, comfort, vision, and function, which can be called 

as a direct embodiment of simplicity. This emphasis on the concept of returning 

to comfort and nature, the integration of pleasing color collocation, as well as 

higher cost performance, make comrade this furniture brand popular among 

young people. 

 

III. The contracted style innovation design in modern furniture 

The furniture of the contracted style comes from the development in the 

minimalist idea in modernism, take seriously less is much, while the satisfying function 

of people foundation material, simplified the form line of furniture further. At the same 

time, in the process of modernization, people's pressure on life gradually increased, and 

then for some tedious furniture design is easy to produce a kind of resistance. From the 

perspective of historical development, people will be accompanied by the prevalence of 

simple style when they face great pressure in the development process. For example, 

China's Ming Dynasty furniture is the pursuit of a natural simplicity, which was closely 

related to the political level of the centralized trend. It can be seen that the simple style 

of furniture can help the city to suffer from huge psychological pressure of the masses 



to relax psychological pressure, as a kind of can relieve the mood of the tonic. The 

furniture of the contracted style depends on its fluent line and comfortable lamplight 

design, add delicate ornament to be able to develop the effect that gives an adornment 

space environment. 

Simple style is to dig deep into the essence of things, the pursuit of a simple 

form to show a lot of content. Through the analysis of design history, it can be found 

that no matter the furniture in China's Ming Dynasty, or the European Style of Navia, 

although there are differences in the form of expression, to get to the bottom of it, the 

two different forms of artistic expression reflect a simple but not simple perfect art. The 

furniture of the Ming Dynasty is also an artistic treasure in the field of Chinese design, 

and it is the representative of the furniture of simple style. Its structure proportion is 

appropriate, simple, and exquisite, through fresh and natural expression and exquisite 

structural decoration, emitting a unique charm [2]. 

Conclusion: to sum up, contracted in the need to reflect personal tastes and 

personality, so need to design reasonable, and important content of the interior space, 

furniture can not only meet the demand of various functions in people's lives but also 

can optimize consumer lifestyle, highlight its connotation of culture, cultural 

background, and personal taste. Designers often have to go through a lot of deliberation 

to create a space that meets the user's needs. 
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